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All attempts have been made to verify information provided in this publication, neither 
the Author nor the Publisher assumes any responsibility for errors, omissions, or 
contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein.

This publication is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, career or 
psychological advice. The Author and the Publisher assumes no responsibility for any 
injuries suffered or damages or losses incurred during or as a result of following this 
information. All information should be carefully studied, researched independently, and
clearly understood before taking any action based on the information or advice in this 
book. All users are advised to retain competent counsel to determine if the information 
contained herein is appropriate for them.  

The Author and Publisher assume no responsibility or liability whatsoever on the behalf 
of any Purchaser or Reader of these materials. The Purchaser or Reader of this 
publication assumes full responsibility for the use of these materials and information.

Any perceived slights of specific people or organizations are unintentional.
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“The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom: and the knowledge of the HOLY 
ONE is Understanding. A wise man will hear and increase in learning; and a man of 
understanding shall attain unto wise counsels. Give instruction to a wise man, and he 
will be yet wiser: teach a just man, and he will increase in learning. Riches and honour 
are with me; yea, durable riches and righteousness. My fruit is better than gold, yea, 
than fine gold; and my revenue than choice silver. I lead in the way of righteousness, 
in the midst of the paths of judgment: That I may cause that love me to inherit 
substance; and I will fill their treasures. For by me thy days shall be multiplied, and 
the years of thy life shall be increased.” GOD (Proverbs   1:5; 8:18-21; 9:9-11)

ILLUMINATION is The LADDER to MONUMENTAL ELEVATION and this 
ILLUMINATION Comes From The FATHER Of LIGHTS As Does Every GOOD 
and PERFECT GIFT!

It is supposed that a greater prosperity for individuals or nations can only come through
a political and social reconstruction. This cannot be true apart from the practice of the 
moral virtues in the individuals that comprise a nation.

Better laws and social conditions will always follow a higher realization of 
morality among the individuals of a community, but no legal enactment can 
give prosperity to, nay it, cannot prevent the ruin of, a man or a nation that has 
become lax and decadent in the pursuit and practice of virtue. 
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Introduction

A Man Get’s A Job and He Earns a Wage for a Season. A Man (Steps Out     with Faith 
in GOD and in Himself) and He Creates His Own Business  (es) and   Prospers for A

LIFETIME  , therefore   Securing For Himself   and   His Posterity   an   ENDURING
LEGACY   of   ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT  ,   FINANCIAL FREEDOM  ,

PHILANTHROPIC ENDEAVORS  ,   SPIRITUAL WHOLENESS  , and   OPTIMAL
HEALTH & WELLNESS, in Short this Man Successfully Positions Himself to

THRIVE   and FLOURISH No Matter the “So Called” Economic Climate!

Sean “The Renaissance King” Foster
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The moral virtues are the foundation and support of prosperity as they are the soul of 
greatness. They endure forever, and all the works of man which endure are built upon 
them. Without them there is neither strength, stability, nor substantial 
reality, but ephemeral dreams. To find moral principals is to have found 
prosperity, greatness, truth, and is therefore to be strong, valiant, joyful and free.

James Allen-“Eight Pillars of Prosperity”

“I am the light of the world: he that followeth me shall not walk in darkness, but shall 
have the light of life. For I am come that you might have life, and that you may have it 
more abundantly.”                           

JESUS CHRIST (John   8:12; 10:10)

Folks it is time for the Day Star of Divine Truth to Arise in Core of Our Minds and in Our
Hearts. 

Who said that you have to be an active participant in a satanic economic system (the 
rat race) that is broken and designed for your failure and perpetual dependency on the 
charity of some corporation or government agency. 

Satan is a liar and the father thereof. Has not GOD said that the silver and gold is 
mine. (Haggai   2:8)

Has not GOD said that I have given you the power to acquire wealth and great 
substance, in accordance to your adherence to THE HEAVENLY FATHER LAWS, 
which are not grievous but they exist for our benefit. 

(Deuteronomy   8:18 & Deuteronomy   6:2-9, 24-25)

I AM not a respecter of persons says the MOST HIGH, but I will recompense every 
man according to his own works   (  deeds  ).        

(Romans   2:6, 10-11) 

GOD has given man the ability to think, learn, and grow. In doing so the man then 
qualifies himself to be a partaker of GOD’S DIVINE PROVISION.                                    

(Proverbs   2:6-11, Psalms   1 & 128, Proverbs   8:18-21)

Wealth and riches shall be in the house of the righteous. (Psalm   112:3) 

The HEAVENLY FATHER has already given unto us every good and perfect gift in the
person of HIS SON, OUR LORD AND SAVIOUR JESUS THE CHRIST, the   
TRUTH     remains     SUPREME     and   HE will Abide Forever  ,   as will all who have   
accepted   OUR HEAVENLY FATHERS ILLUSTRIOUS GIFT. 
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The TRUTH is the Truth whether or not persons choose to believe It. (John   14:6)

You can just look at the harvest that the satanic seeds of deceit, hatred, greed, 
idolatry, corruption and decadence yield. (Romans   1:17-32)

Man devoid GOD’S HOLY SPIRIT are just puppets for the wicked one to debase, 
pervert, kill, and destroy. (Psalm   34:21)

You can prove the validity of that statement for yourself.

As you tune into the   many media platforms of this 21st Century, you can see the 
evidence of this depravity in the cavity of men’s hearts and conscious, there is 
no love, no compassion, no wisdom, no peace, no joy, just lust, pride, arrogance, and 
greed. 

(1   John   2:15-17)

“Righteousness exalteth a nation but sin is a reproach to any people.”

King Solomon (Proverbs   14:34)

CHRIST IS OUR WISDOM AND IS THE CHAMPION’S WEAPON. IT IS THE 
MIND AND THE POWER OF THE CHRIST THAT PROPELS US TO THE 
PLATEAU OF EXCEEDING ABUNDANCE AND INVINCIBILITY.

Greater is   HE   THAT IS Within   US   than he that is in this     World.           
(1   John   4:4-6)

Truniversity Empowerment Media Group “Where the Divine School of Thought is
Eloquently and Accurately Taught!”(Truniversity  .  online) they are extensions of my 
GOD GIVEN DIVINE CONSCIOUS. (1   Corinthians     2:16)

GOD     provides us with our ideas and talents so that we can express   HIS GLORY   on 
this earthly plane. 

The Heavenly Father rejoices in our prosperity and provides our gifts and talents so 
that we can prosper. (Psalm   35:27;   James   1:17-18) 

I realize that in order for any progress or change to take place externally it 
must first take place internally in the conscious, the hearts and minds of 
men. 

Since, I am a master student of GOD’S Divine Wisdom and Truth.

I created SDFEI and Truniversity Empowerment Media Group and my affiliated 
web properties to be that bridge and platform for assisting individuals like 
myself, who have a sincere and earnest desire to do something phenomenal and 
extraordinary with their lives with the means to do so!
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The vision behind Sean D Foster Enterprises International & TEMG, 
(Truniversity.online, SeanDFoster.com, and FinancialLiteracyEnrichmentSystem.com) 
that of Perpetual Enrichment, Spiritually, Mentally, Emotionally, Physically, and 
Economically. 

It is my desire to be an integral agent agent in helping others build and establish truly 
outstanding legacies of exceptional greatness within their own families that will 
permeate throughout their entire posterity permanently.

I am a KingdomPRENEUR, Personal Optimization Strategist, Empowerment 
Media Publisher and Spiritual & Intellectual Investment Banker.

I believe the Words that Came Out of Our LORD and SAVIOR'S mouth when He stated 
that “All Things Are Truly Possible to Those Who Would Dare to Believe!” (Mark   9:23)

“My passions are centered around being able to provide my clients with impeccably 
valuable Truniversity Empowerment Media Group life enriching products, programs 
and resources on Successful Transformation PG&D, Spiritual Wholeness, Optimal 
Health & Wellness, 21  st   Century Wealth Creating Business & Life Success Systems, and 
Kingdom EDUPowerment Media.” 

Sean “The Renaissance King” Foster

“My clientele will experience the fruit of an optimal existence which is the abundant 
life, spiritually, mentally, physically, and economically.”
 

Sean “The Renaissance King” Foster

The ball is and always have been in our court, things in our lives change 
when we in and of ourselves, decide to do so!

Our Heavenly Father has designed us for the purposes of thriving and 
flourishing.

He commanded the Earth’s first king and queen, Adam and Eve to be fruitful, to 
multiply, to subdue and to have dominion. 

The Last Adam Our LORD and SAVIOR Jesus Christ came and restored unto us 
everything that Adam and Eve lost in their rebellion.

For He came and gives life abundantly to all who would dare to believe HIM and receive 
it. (John   10:10)

The rich ruleth over the poor, and the borrower is the servant to the lender.
 

(Proverbs   22:7)
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The time for settling for less than GOD’S Best is Over! 

JEHOVAH     is our Provider, and HE is EL-SHADDAI   the   GOD of Exceeding 
Abundant Supply.

No Good Thing will HE deny those who will take HIS WORD and use it to Multiply!

The time is now to Soar in HIM and not to be Poor!

As a man thinketh in his heart so is he. (Proverbs   23:7 & Philippians   4:13)

If you have GOD’S HOLY SPIRIT then     HE see’s you as a Son, and if a Son, a King and 
joint-heir with the KING of Kings and the LORD of Lords.

He has Absolute Dominion and so do we in HIM!

My question now to you is, “Are You Ready to Build, Grow, and Thrive?”

Are you Ready to come out of this World's Satanic Economic System and Start to Build 
Wealth the Correct Way-GOD’S Way (YAHWEH)?

Then feel free to accompany me on this journey of Enrichment, Enlightenment, 
Inspiration, and Empowerment, enabling yourself to give your loves ones the 
life you know they so richly deserve!

The power to significantly transform your life let alone your economic circumstance is 
before you. 

If you are tired of being a fiscal failure and are truly interested in learning 
how to erect your own Tower of Financial Power, then you are in the right place at
the right time!

“The Time for Building that Legacy of Outstanding Greatness Is Now!”

P.S.-As my way of saying thank you for taking your most valuable commodity 
which is your time to review this manual, I have put together for you a nice 
assortment of welcome gifts in my Truniversity Enrichment Emporium   
Treasure Chest ‘a.k.a.’   Truniversity.online Shop to aid you in the constructing of
your own personal Tower of Financial Power.

I pray that these items will be a great blessing to you and your family and that
these items will be an integral part of your 21st Century Wealth Creation Blueprint!
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Your Ever So Gracious Host and Partner in Perpetual Growth and Infinite 
Enrichment,

Sean “The Renaissance King” Foster
TRUNIVERSITY EMPOWERMENT MEDIA GROUP         

“Where the Divine School of Thought is Eloquently and Accurately Taught!”
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What are the secrets to wealth creation in the 21  st   Century? 

You know for the majority of the populous the principles of true wealth creation in this 
21st Century remain a mystery.

Far too many lack this vital knowledge and have allowed themselves to be trapped in the
industrial aged paradigm of yesteryear.

Times have definitely changed and so has its currency.

Yes, knowledge is power, and for the individual who learns how to effectively produce, 
share, and market, his/her valuable knowledge, freedom and prosperity awaits.

Knowledge is the new currency of this new Information Age.

The internet “aka” the information highway has created for us, whole new vistas of ways 
to create and expand upon our wealth creation prowess.

Enhancing your level of competency regarding the principles of wealth creation in this 
21st Century, is the greatest gift, you could give to yourself, and your family.

The level of compensation one receives is always commensurate to the level of value one 
provides!

Money is a reward system for problem solving. 

One the greatest gifts that GOD, has given to man is the ability to think and reason.

I mean we can analyze, assess, adjust, and correct.

We as human beings have the power to shape our worlds, and affect the reality we 
experience in them, by simply enhancing our level of thinking, speech, and conduct.

“Strong, pure, and happy thoughts build up the body in vigor and grace. The body is a 
delicate and plastic instrument, which responds readily to thoughts by which it is 
impressed, and habits of thought will produce their own effects, good or bad, upon it.” 

-James Allen
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Impoverished thinking will keep you broke and in the tank. 

Our brains will feast on whatever we feed them.

Ascension doesn’t just happen by happenstance.

Wealth Creation in this 21st Century will be determined by, your ability to identify 
and align yourself with abundance minded individuals who are already experiencing the 
success you desire.

Why invent mediocrity when you can emulate greatness?

Seek wisdom, acquire knowledge, and immediately implement what you learn.

Become a student of life enrichment and a master student of wisdom.

You will notice a common theme when you begin to study the lives of the exceptional 
and extraordinary.

They like those of their day and time had to endure great adversity, trials, and test.

But, instead of going along with the status quo and accepting defeat.

They used their adversity to build both their faith and character.

Pain and struggle are life’s purifiers they force us to re-examine our motives and 
intentions.

They also force us to pursue HE who has designed us for HIS divine intent.

“Riches and honor are with me; yea durable riches and righteousness. My fruit is 
better than gold, yea fine gold; and my revenue than choice silver. I lead in the way of 
righteousness, in the midst of the paths of judgment; That I may cause those that love 
me to inherit great substance (wealth) and I will fill their treasures.”

 
GOD (Proverbs   8:18-21) 

So as I conclude this article on the Secrets to Wealth Creation in this 21st 
Century.

I want to share these kingdom truths with you.

There are three main reasons while people remain in a perpetual state of peril and 
victimization.
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Reason #1-They are void of Wisdom and Understanding and have absolutely No 
Knowledge of what the TRUTH is. 

Reason#2-They are fascinated with fallacy and their eye’s are fixated on fiction. So 
when the TRUTH is presented unto them they cannot recognize HIS Absolute 
Depiction. So they remain blind…No Vision!

Reason#3-They are ignorant and instead of addressing their issue of depravity and 
seeking out the SOLUTION. They ignore HIM and receive their just recompense for 
such a lethal FOLLY. 

“The thief cometh not, but for to kill and destroy; I am come that you might have life 
and that you might have it more abundantly. But seek ye first the kingdom of GOD, 
and his righteousness; and all these things shall be added unto you.”

 
JESUS CHRIST (John   10:10; Matthew   6:33)

Sean “The Renaissance King” Foster is the Founder/CEO of Sean D Foster 
Enterprises International and Truniversity Empowerment Media Group. 
Truniversity Empowerment Media Group “Where the Divine School of Thought 
is Eloquently and Accurately Taught!”provides individuals, who desire to achieve and 
experience extraordinary success with the products, services, and resources essential for
their dreams realization.

Our mission here at Truniversity Empowerment Media Group is to Enrich, 
Enlighten, Inspire, and Empower Individuals, by providing real optimal ways to 
experience stupendous success, while creating immense and inexhaustible wealth in the 
process. 

Success is the full realization of our GOD   Given Potential. We exist on this earthy plane 
for one reason and one reason only and that is to make sure that our CREATOR is 
glorified in every facet of our lives, period!

Seek ye first the kingdom of GOD and His righteousness, and all these things shall be 
added unto you. (Matthew     6:33)
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Sean “The Renaissance King” Foster

Truniversity.Online
So again, I say welcome and thank you for choosing to accompany me on this journey of 
Perpetual Enrichment, Enlightenment, Inspiration, and Empowerment!

In the words of The Eternal Great GOD (ELOHIM), “Let there be light…(Genesis     1:3)

So without further ado, I would like to introduce to you,
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“Great Business for Great People with Great Products Designed Specifically to Provide
People with Economic Wisdom in the Form of Digital Financial Literacy Enrichment
Products & Programs, Business Systems, Marketing Knowledge & Tools Essential for

Successfully Procuring Your Financial Freedom and Total Peace of Mind 
in this Economically Volatile 21  st   Century!”

Sean “The Renaissance King” Foster
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This Business is Perfect for You If You Are Looking to Significantly Enhance Your Level 
of Economic Wisdom and Knowledge Concerning Sustainable Wealth Creation & 
Preservation and It Compensates You Handsomely for Educating and Sharing these
Financial Literacy Enhancement Products with Others!

4 Corners looks at money differently because we look at it through YOUR eyes. We 
understand that once you have the right knowledge, the right tools and the right 
mindset, there is no limit to what you can accomplish.

Your exclusive Platinum membership in this 3  rd   Party Investment solution is your ticket 
to a new kind of prosperity—where you hold all the cards. You are in FULL control of 
how big you want to grow, and we are here to support you every step of the way.

Feast your eyes on a sturdy and robust business platform, with products that are the 
gold standard in the industry, yet accessible to anyone with a burning desire to get more 
out of life.

And while your Platinum membership practically recruits for you, we know you won’t 
settle for that. You’re tired of playing small. You want bigger rewards, higher output and
longer term security, and you’re willing to put in the work to make it happen.

With your desire and passion, and our tools, support and guidance, your potential here 
is unlimited.
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Word is Already Starting to Spread About This
Truly Outstanding Life Enriching Wealth Producing

Business, So My Friend & Perpetual Progress
Pursuer, I Would Implore You to Give this Report 

A Serious Review and Then Say Yes to True and
Lasting Economic Transformation!

Products
You’ll be armed with the most elite, proven, in demand products that you will be proud 
to bring to your marketplace. You’ll have an almost unfair competitive edge that will 
keep your confidence high and your spirits higher.

Payments
We’re talking about an EXPLOSIVE wealth producing opportunity for a tiny investment,
along with a safe and secure worldwide money in and money out option. This means 
weekly payouts like clockwork (and in some cases within 24 hours!).
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Support

You’ll be treated to the best support in the business hands down. Our experienced and 
reliable IT department prides themselves on making sure everything is running to 
perfection, no matter where you are in the world. When you build your business on this 
kind of rock solid infrastructure, big things happen!

Potential

In a word, your potential is MASSIVE. We are already growing at breakneck pace, but 
now with some of the biggest names in Internet Marketing getting ready to bring their 
teams in, we are poised for seismic growth. BUT to be part of this life transforming 
movement, you MUST be able to accurately perceive, and then seize, and be willing to 
take full advantage of this opportunity the moment, it is presented to you! And yes, My 
Perpetual Progress Pursuer that Time is NOW! So Yes, My Friend You Are Going to 
Want to Get in Now For Only $18!
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Brand New  ,   Global Home Business Gives You the
Power to Build Up Your Wealth Creation Acumen

While Creating Wealth Simultaneously!

A STRONG 4 x 6 Structure That Will Change Your Life! Simple – Affordable –FAST!

Four Corners Alliance Group is the birth of a new revolution in online wealth creation. 
Our vision is to help network marketers, affiliate marketers and entrepreneurs have 
massive financial breakthroughs and create a permanent change in their quality of life 
and financial situation.
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Four Corners offers a streamlined business build through –

• A hefty 80% commission payout, split between qualifying member and their 
sponsor

• Unique and outstanding selection of digital financial literacy enhancement 
products

• Informative Monthly Newsletter of Global Economics & Finance
• †Exclusive optional Platinum International Investment (N/A for US)

By joining Four Corners Alliance Group, you have the unique opportunity to get 
involved with some of the most popular, prolific, (and successful), internet marketers on
the planet!

Say goodbye to past bad experiences and all barriers that stand in the way of you and a 
thriving business…and hello to a community of online marketers who HELP you build 
your business FAST.

We treat our members AS VALUED PARTNERS, always staying mindful that your #1 
priority is to build your business and keep it profitable. Our #1 priority is to help 
you grow –personally and financially… so that lives are impacted and ANYONE can 
succeed – wherever in the world you happen to be. merchant needs to do their part by 
researching interested affiliate websites to ensure that they are a good fit for that 
particular website. 
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Right Here, Right Now – We Have Provided Everything 
You Need to Build A Secure Business and Generate 
Income FAST!
Are you ready to earn what you're worth?
Are you ready to make more money?
Are you ready to live the life you've always desired?
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Ways to Make Money & Create Wealth With 
4 Corners Alliance Group
In keeping with our aim to help you create independent wealth fast, we have designed 
our pay plan to give SEVEN streams of income from just the one team build effort.

Below are the different types of commissions you can earn with 4Corners.

Income Streams 1 & 2
Affiliate Commissions & Sponsor’s 100% Match on Affiliate Commissions

Income Streams 3, 4, 5 & 6
Monthly Starien Digital Marketing Academy, Newsletter Commissions, & Sponsor’s 
100% Match on Newsletter Commissions

Income Streams 7
Retail Commission
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Now My Friends Let's Get into the Specifics of Each Revenue Generating Income 
Stream!

INSTANT COMMISSIONS & SPONSOR’S
MATCHING COMMISSIONS

In Four Corners, you can benefit from FIVE massive streams of income – here we 
explain Income Streams 1 and 2.

1) INSTANT COMMISSIONS

Instant Commissions are commissions earned when someone purchases any one of 
Product levels 1 to 6 and where you are the affiliate qualified to receive it. Looking at the 
diagram below, we can see the possible income available from members buying the 
products from you. This compensation plan is a multi-tiered uni-level pay plan.

You earn commissions every time someone buys the next product in the series, relevant 
to how many levels above them you are positioned. Only one commission is paid for a 
sale.

To maximize the income from an affiliates organization we’ve designed our pay plan to 
leverage the income using a 4 by 6 6 forced matrix. It is a uni-level direct selling plan 
which generates commissions every time someone purchases a product. This gives the 
qualifying sponsor instant commissions which can add up to a VERY significant amount
as increasing numbers of people purchase products of increasing value.

You are qualified to receive the commission if you already own that Product yourself. 
The most powerful aspect of this business is that you receive relevant commissions 
WHETHER OR NOT the member buying the product was introduced by you or was 
added into your downline structure from members above or below you, HELPING your 
downline GROW and EXPLODE, which for you can mean EXPONENTIAL RETURNS!!

Product and Level Product Cost Commission
Payout Per Person

Number 
Of Affiliates

Total Potential
Earnings

1 $10.00 $4.00 4 $16.00

2 $10.00 $4.00 16 $64.00

3 $25.00 $10.00 64 $640.00

4 $60.00 $24.00 256 $6,144.00

5 $150.00 $60.00 1024 $61,440.00

6 $300.00 $120.00 4096 $491,520.00

Total Commission Payout $559,824.00 
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Here is another way of presenting the above information. You can see the Product Level 
and Genealogy Row where you earn income.

Now here’s where things get REALLY exciting. This is where the BIG income happens:

Now, the really big income is in the 100% match, there is UNLIMITED EARNING 
POTENTIAL of $559,824 on every referral.

2) SPONSOR'S 100% MATCH ON THE ABOVE INSTANT COMMISSIONS

Sponsor's Matching Commissions on products sold take your earning to a whole new 
level as you receive unlimited matching commissions from your directly sponsored 
members EVERY TIME they receive commission from someone in THEIR downline.

Take a look at the figures above. Yes – every time a member you introduced to this 
business receives an instant commission from someone in their downline who 
purchases a product, YOU get paid a 100% match instantly.

Remember, you are qualified to receive the commission if you have already purchased 
that product yourself, and the person you are receiving a matching commission on is 
directly sponsored by you.

Of course, the member receiving the commission receives this irrespective of whether 
the member purchasing the product was introduced by them or they were added into 
their downline structure from members above or below them, thus helping their 
downline grow.

Do you see how powerful this is?

If they collect commissions from their entire Level 4 of over $6,144, you collect $6,144 
instantly. Exactly the same thing happens in relation to every personally sponsored 
member and yes you get MULTIPLE 100% matching commissions instantly – 
because YOU introduced the person receiving the commission.
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There is no requirement to introduce new affiliates, but naturally, those who do actively 
build their team reap the benefits of unlimited income potential by receiving a 100% 
matching commission on the commission their directly sponsored members receive.

But – We’re Not Done!

In addition to the first two types of commissions explained on this page, you are also 
able to earn from.

MONTHLY STARIEN COMMISSIONS

Remember, with Four Corners, when you are an active affiliate you qualify for SEVEN 
massive streams of incomes from our company wide forced matrix – let’s now look at 
Income Streams 3 and 4.

3) STARIEN MONTHLY COMMISSIONS

Levels Entry Commissions
 On Newsletter
Subscriptions

Number 
Of Subscribers

Total Commissions
On Newsletter
Subscriptions

1 $47 $4 4 $16.00

2 $4 16 $64.00

3 $2 64 $128.00

4 $1 256 $256.00

5 $1 1024 $1024.00

6 $1 4096 $4096.00

7 $3 16,384 $49,152.00

Total $54,736.00

In addition to the income streams explained on the previous page, by purchasing the 
Starien subscription, you also earn recurring commissions from your down-line folks 
who are also participating in Starien.

This means that your monthly subscription could, potentially, be paid in full by your 
down-line members! As you continue to build your business, your potential monthly 
income becomes more and more lucrative, as the chart above indicates.

The   Starien Digital Marketing Academy   is the   greatest earning opportunity   for   anyone   
with an   internet connection  —just by   marketing goods   and   services   online.
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Not only do you learn some of the most cutting edge marketing strategies, but your 
down-line does as well. This is another lucrative win-win scenario in the Four Corners 
universe.

Looking at the above diagram, we can see the potential income available from members 
subscribing to the monthly subscription. You and your team, when enrolled and paid up,
will earn from the subscription matrix. The Subscription matrix is a 4 x 7 using the same
company wide forced matrix genealogy as the Instant Commission Matrix with the 
addition we are paying 7 levels of commissions.

You earn commissions from every member in your down-line who is a subscriber, a 
whopping 7 levels if you are a current subscriber!

Once again, to maximize the income from your down-line organization we’ve designed 
our pay plan to leverage income using a 4 by 7 matrix for you and your subscribed 
downline members, thus allowing you to be paid by ever increasing numbers of 
subscribers.

You are qualified to receive the subscription commission by having purchased Starien 
month one, and continuing your subscription. The beauty of this is that you will receive 
commissions WHETHER OR NOT the member subscribing was introduced by you or 
was added into your downline structure from members above or below you, HELPING 
your down-line grow!

Now, the really big income is in the 100% match, there is UNLIMITED EARNING 
POTENTIAL of $54,735 on every referral.

MONTHLY COMMISSIONS & SPONSOR’S
MATCHING COMMISSIONS

Remember, with Four Corners, when you are an active affiliate you qualify for FIVE 
massive streams of income from our company wide forced matrix – let’s now look 
at Income Streams 3 and 4.
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4) MONTHLY FINANCIAL NEWSLETTER COMMISSIONS

Levels Entry Commissions On
Newsletter

Subscriptions

Number Of
Subscribers

Total Commissions
On Newsletter
Subscriptions

1 $29.95 $1 4 $4.00

2 $1 16 $16.00

3 $1 64 $64.00

4 $1 256 $256.00

5 $2 1024 $2,048.00

6 $2 4096 $8,192.00

7 $4 16,384 $65,536.00

Total $76,116.00

In addition to the income streams 1, 2 &3, you can also earn recurring commissions 
from the sales of the monthly newsletter subscription.

Your   subscription   to the   monthly newsletter   includes a   powerful educational newsletter  ,
and you also   receive   a   seat to   participate   in a   live monthly member participation call 
with our   elite team   of   Financial Analysts.

Looking at the above diagram, we can see the possible income available from members 
subscribing to the monthly subscription. You and your team, when enrolled and paid up,
will earn from the subscription matrix. The Subscription matrix is a 4 x 7 using the same
company wide forced matrix genealogy as the Instant Commission Matrix with the 
addition we are paying 7 level of commissions.

You earn commissions from every member in your downline who is a subscriber, a 
whopping 7 levels if you are a current subscriber! 

Once again, to maximize the income from your down-line organization we’ve designed 
our pay plan to leverage income using a 4 by 7 matrix for you and your subscribed 
downline members, thus allowing you to be paid by ever increasing numbers of 
subscribers.

You are qualified to receive the newsletter subscription commission by having a current 
newsletter subscription. The beauty of this is that you will receive commissions 
WHETHER OR NOT the member subscribing was introduced by you or was added into 
your downline structure from members above or below you, HELPING your down-line 
grow!

Now, the really big income is in the 100% match, there is UNLIMITED EARNING 
POTENTIAL of $76,116 on every referral. OK are you ready? – Strap yourself in, because
you’re going to learn how to DOUBLE THAT!
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5&6) SPONSOR'S 100% MATCH ON THE ABOVE STARIEN AND NEWSLETTER 
COMMISSIONS

Sponsor's Matching Commissions on Starien and Newsletter subscriptions take your 
earnings to a whole new level as you receive unlimited matching commissions from your
directly sponsored members EVERY TIME they receive a commission from someone 
in THEIR downline who subscribes to one of the Monthly Newsletters.

You do have to be a subscriber to earn 100% matching commissions.

Look at the figures above. Every time a member you introduced to this business receives
commission from someone in their downline who subscribes to one of the two 
subscription options, you get paid a 100% match instantly.

Remember, you are qualified to receive the commission if you are a paid subscriber of 
one of the monthly subscriptions, and the person you are receiving a matching 
commission on is directly sponsored by you.

Of course, the member receiving the commission receives this regardless of whether the 
member purchasing the monthly newsletter was introduced by them or they were 
helped by having people added into their downline structure from members above or 
below them, thus helping their downline grow.

And remember ….. this is monthly RECURRING income, every entrepreneur’s Holy 
Grail…

If someone you sponsored collects commissions from their entire Level 5 of $2048 from 
the monthly newsletter subscribers, you collect $2048 instantly.
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If that same person you sponsored collects commissions from their entire Level 5 of 
$1024 from the Starien subscribers, you collect $1024 instantly.

Exactly the same happens in relation to every personally sponsored member and yes, 
you get MULTIPLE 100% matching commissions instantly –because YOU introduced 
the person receiving the commission.

There is no requirement to introduce new affiliates, but naturally, those who do actively 
build their team reap the benefits of unlimited income potential by receiving a 100% 
matching commission on the commission their directly sponsored members receive.

But don’t forget … the two types of commission explained on this page are only a small 
part of the “do the job once get paid SEVEN times” benefit of being an Independent 
Business Owner with the Four Corners Alliance Group!

Now My Perpetual Progress Pursuer,  I will explain the Seventh and Financial Revenue 
Generating Income Stream!

7) RETAIL COMMISSIONS

The Retail Store is a very unique perk of being an Independent Business Partner with 
4 Corners.
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Your Retail Store comes ready for you to take full advantage of from the day you join. It 
is pre-loaded with all sixteen products and each issue of the Monthly Newsletter is 
included as it becomes available. It has a built in shopping cart which takes care of the 
entire process, and the products are made available for your purchaser to download 
immediately upon the successful processing of their payment.

As a member, you pay a discounted price for these products and newsletters. However, 
you will be able to sell the Products and Newsletters directly from your Retail Store to 
non-members for the full retail price of each product. In these instances, you will earn 
ALL the usual commissions associated with this income stream PLUS the additional 
25% non-member mark-up per sale.

Any support issues related to the products are taken care of by our Support Team – 
leaving you to simply benefit from the income generated from your sales ……. 
AFFILIATE INCOME AT ITS VERY BEST!

FAST ACCESS TO THE MONEY THAT YOU GENERATED WITH YOUR WCBT'S
(WEALTH CREATING BUSINESS TEAM)

We understand cash flow is your friend and we have everything already in place to 
ensure a smooth operation.
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Our safe and secure money in solution means you can grow your team fast without them
having to jump through hoops to pay to join. We also have stringent anti-fraud 
measures so that you can operate your business in a positive way without the fear of 
refunds of other negative adjustments.

Currently, for our members’ convenience, we have multiple ways of accepting payments 
worldwide –

• Credit Card (Visa, MasterCard, Discover)
• Direct Pay Express Debit Card (Anywhere in the world)
• Solid Trust Pay
• Safety Pay (Latin America & parts of Europe)
• ACH (US Only) For amounts above $4,000
• International Bank Wire (For amount above $4,000)

We also work closely with active Leaders of large teams – to provide possible solutions 
where needed. Often these are required in situations where bank accounts and credit/ 
debit cards are not commonly available or used. Feel free to request further information 
if required.

Most importantly, our commission payout solution is extremely fast. Your earning 
withdrawal requests are paid every Tuesday. Our payroll partner provides you with the 
ability to receive funds instantly. No waiting for 7-14 days for each payout. Speed up 
your payout further using DirectPay Express. DirectPay Express employs a no eWallet, 
direct to your Debit Card, solution. US Residents can use their card in as little as four 
business days after your first earnings withdrawal request and instantly thereafter.

Of course, charges will be incurred in keeping with normal banking practices.

Overall, our streamlined and secure process of paying money in and taking money out 
will ensure that you and your members never lose the momentum or confidence 
required to grow a healthy team and business.
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ABOUT US
Four Corners Alliance Group is a subsidiary of Cornerstone Alliance Group LLC set up 
to provide a legal and ethical wealth creation platform for a variety of experience levels 
in everyday people – wherever they happen to live.

The world around us is changing at an ever increasing pace. Nowhere is this more 
apparent than in our economies — and reflected in our jobs and in our lives. Our very 
survival depends on the ability to “ride the wave” safely.

Our mission in Four Corners Alliance Group is to provide a safe and secure place where 
a life changing income can be built –FAST!

If you’re like us, you’re tired of the inconsistencies of the online business world and have
been looking for a much needed solution to the real challenges faced by hardworking 
people the world over on a daily basis. At 4Corners we’ve found that solution.

Our goal is to help you generate the cash flow you need to finally achieve your financial 
dreams. We start by helping you create a monthly income stream that’s big enough to 
reduce the anxiety of “day to day” living costs.

We accomplish this goal by providing cutting edge financial literacy products, the solid, 
user-friendly platform and the savvy real-world expertise of veterans in online business, 
finance and marketing, all in one place and all geared towards making your experience 
an empowering and productive one. 

We look forward to working with you. 

We help you to become more than RICH … we help you to become WEALTHY!  
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Membership
In which countries can I promote Four Corners Alliance Group?

Rather than go through the   many countries worldwide   where you can promote   Four 
Corners  , perhaps   the easiest way   will be to mention countries which are   currently 
excluded   either   due to   sanctions imposed   by the   United States Authorities   or by the 
Debit Card Providers restrictions:

Angola Liberia

Belarus Macedonia, Serbia and Montenegro

Burma Moldova

Cote d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast) Myanmar (Formerly Burma)

Crimea Palestine

Cuba Sierra Leone

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea Somalia

Democratic Republic of Congo Syria

Eritrea Uzbekistan

Ethiopia Iran

Iraq Lebanon
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How can my team from “X” country join? They don’t really use credit card in that 
region.

We currently have two additional payment options to purchase products and to join as 
an I.B.O: Solid Trust Pay, and Safety Pay. Additional solutions are under consideration.
Please contact Support if your region is not satisfactorily supported by our current 
options.

How many accounts can I have?

In order to ensure strong and steady growth of the entire business, each member is 
allowed ONE account. This will be monitored thoroughly and duplicate accounts will be 
detected, shut down and funds forfeited.

Can my family members have an account too?

Four Corners Alliance Group realizes that many of our members will want their family 
members to be part of the business too. We have no problems with that AS LONG AS 
THE INTEGRITY OF THE BUSINESS AND THE COMPENSATION PLAN IS 
UNDERSTOOD, RESPECTED AND MAINTAINED.

Please be aware that any attempts at malicious “stacking” and/or manipulating the 
system in any way will be detected and dealt with.

Offending accounts will be shut down and funds forfeited – don’t say we didn’t warn 
you!

We want this business to create wealth for everyone and have constructed the 
compensation plan to do this. Remember, what goes around, comes around – so play 
fair and treat others exactly as you would want to be treated yourself – or risk losing 
your account.

Minimum Age Requirement?

The Minimum Age Requirement is 18 years, or the age of majority for the person’s place 
of residency.

How much does it cost to join?

The Four Corners Alliance Group compensation plans are based on three products. A
six lesson set, thirty two book Financial Education set, an optional monthly Financial
Education Newsletter subscription, and our Online Marketing Academy subscription, 
both of the latter can be paid for from earnings.
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Four Corner Alliance Group has considered folks struggling to purchase the entire set by
providing a solution to pay for the lessons from commissions earned however, it is 
essential to understand that the more lessons purchased, the faster you will be in a 
position to put money in your pocket from your recruiting and retailing efforts. 

The purchase options are:

1) Basic Entry – Purchase product set level 1 only and use a combination of your 
commissions and future additional level purchases. Once all your products sets are 
purchased, your recruiting efforts will put income in your pocket. Total purchase under 
$20.
2) Lesson set three pack – Accelerate your financial education and reduce waiting time 
by joining us at product level three for under $55.
3) Lesson set four pack – Ready to take your understanding of financial systems to the 
next level? Join us at the product set level four for under $120.
4) Upgrade from your store, accessible from your back office. You can upgrade all the 
way.

As you can see, there is a comfortable starting point for everyone at Four Corners 
Alliance Group.

How much can I earn?

Your earning potential is unlimited and is influenced by the level and caliber of wealth 
producing effort you put forth into building up your enterprise, with collaborative 
efforts from those other I.B.P's (Independent Business Partners) in your organization, 
who are also serious about securing their economic freedom by building wealth creating 
business teams together!

WEBSITE
Will I get a website and resources to help me build my business?

Yes, you will get your personal marketing website upon joining. You will also have 
access to a high tech, fully functional, business management members only back office 
where you can monitor the growth of your business and finances.

In your members only back office, you will find good quality images, and banners. All of 
these resources can be downloaded and used to promote your business on and offline.

Is the website mobile friendly? 

Yes, the   website   is   fully mobile phone compatible   and can be   viewed   without any 
distortion   on   suitable smart phones.
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Can the website be read in other languages?

Yes, the website is available in 66 different languages using a translator, Latin, and 
Spanish as a dedicated website. Visitors can access these versions at the click of a 
button.

SECURITY
We are expecting a lot of people to join and we are concerned your server can’t cope.

There are many reasons why a server can become overloaded. Poor programming 
practices account for the greatest number of server crashes in online programs. Server 
capacity is usually not the issue. You have no need to be concerned. Four Corners 
Alliance Group has an experienced, vigilant team of programmers who have 
implemented best practices and will be on hand to keep the system running at optimum 
performance levels at all times.

Server maintenance will of course be necessary from time to time. We will endeavor to 
give you ample notice of these and limit down-time to the bare minimum.

Is the credit card process secure? I know other programs that have had serious fraud 
issues.

Four Corners has gone to considerable lengths to ensure that we have the most up to 
date credit card fraud counter-measures. In some cases, the need of very high security 
and scrutiny during the card purchasing process may cause an inconvenience for some 
members joining us away from their billing address – but we are sure you will agree that
it is better to be safe than sorry.

Do you have measures in place to stop robots and scripts?

Yes, we have a number of counter-measures in place to deal with malicious attempts to 
flood our program with phony sign-ups including using a Captcha during sign-up.
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PRODUCTS

What are the Products?

Unique, High Quality Digital Financial 
Literacy Enhancement Products
Now we have three incredible, must have-products easily and instantly downloadable 
and/or accessible directly in your Back Office.

It’s a cutting edge financial education series, arming you with the groundbreaking 
knowledge you need to reach long long term financial security.

Financial Education Set

The first of our products is a robust set of 31 books, distributed through six purchase 
levels, with timely and engaging Financial topics with a broad spectrum of topics 
ranging from mindset and motivation to some serious comprehensive financial 
education that will put the control back where it belongs–with you. We’ve placed a 
unique business emphasis on helping you reach your full potential and explode your
income so that you can take your lifestyle to thrilling and exciting new levels of 
success and economic liberty.
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If you have chosen to join as a distributor, there are six entry points at the members’ 
discounted purchase prices. The entry point you choose will determine the rate at 
which you are empowered to put cash in your pocket which will come from the 
successful promotion of the 4 Corner Financial Literacy Product Suite and 
your ability to effectively build up your organization through your own wealth 
creating business team recruiting efforts.

Your tiny joining fee includes the members’ discounted purchase price of the first 
of these phenomenal products. From then on, subsequent modules will be purchased
at the special membership rates from your commissions generated by working 
your business.

Plus, since 4Corner's exclusive products are worth their weight in gold, you can 
even purchase these products at your own discounted rates, directly from inside your 
Members Only Back Office without waiting to first accrue sufficient commission!

The Monthly Subscription
In addition to the vast financial knowledge provided in these products, you also get a 
vibrant, information packed, monthly financial and lifestyle newsletter. 

4Corners'exclusive newsletter provides you with cutting edge, topical information to 
help you implement that knowledge to your greatest advantage so that you may have 
a strong, balanced approach to accelerated, generational wealth creation.

Produced on a monthly basis, these powerful newsletters keep you in the loop with 
timely information about Precious Metals, market movers, foreign markets, and
lifestyle opportunities, AND can generate an incredible monthly income for you as 
more and more people make the intelligent choice to secure their independent 
incomes FAST.

With the subscription at just †$29.95, this can be potentially covered by commissions 
generated in your business. As an added bonus, newsletter subscribers also receive a
monthly live, web only, interactive conference call where members can ask experts 
from the financial world questions, all of their most burning questions about 
domestic and world markets.

The Retail Store

With 4Corners, you will also enjoy a ready-made Retail Store where non-members can
purchase any of the products directly …. and, with the inherent outstanding value of 
these products, there will be many who do! Products in your Retail Store – and this 
includes the Monthly Newsletters – retail at the full price which is up to 33% more 
than your member discount …. and guess what? That 33% goes directly to you as instant
Retail Commission earned. A true win-win!
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Starien Digital Marketing Academy 

Starien Online Digital Marketing Academy

We recognize the high demand for marketing education, most people around the 
world with an internet connection would like to start a successful online business. 
Very few companies have the resources and teaching talent to provide a high quality 
online marketing education. NO COMPANY COMES CLOSE TO OUR 
AFFORDABLE SUBSCRIPTION PRICING where constantly fresh, “what works 
today” information is at hand. Delivered in video format, This information is just as 
valuable as Gold!

Four Corners has truly pulled out all the stops when it comes to ensuring you 
benefit from MULTIPLE streams of healthy income!

COMMISSIONS

What is Affiliate Commission?

In Four Corners Alliance Group, Affiliate commissions are payments you receive for 
referring others to purchase our products. We pay out 86% of the cost of each 
product as commissions. This is split 40% commission and 40% paid as a sponsor 
match and potentially an additional 6% paid out between member's who qualify to 
receive that commission, and those member’s sponsors.

What is Sponsor's Matching Commission?

Members who actively promote the products and business are rewarded by 
receiving a matching bonus each time a member they personally introduced receives
a commission. 
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How can I qualify to receive commissions?

Qualifications
You are an Independent Business Owner partnering with Four Corners Alliance 
Group to earn money. All you need is the desire to supplement or even completely 
replace your current income – together with the drive to DO something about it.

Please note before reading on: As an active subscriber of the Monthly 
Newsletter and a purchaser of the 4Corners Product Range, you will 
AUTOMATICALLY be purchasing the required PV (Product Volume) to remain a 
qualified affiliate.

The breakdown is as follows –

• To open an affiliate account with us requires a one time only lifetime 
enrollment fee of $8.00 when purchasing the Level 1 Financial Education 
Product Set.

• To activate that account so that you can start benefiting from 
commissions, you need to purchase or sell a minimum product volume 
(pv) of $10.

• To maintain your Active Membership status, you need to purchase a 
minimum $10.00 (pv) per 180 days thereafter.

Monthly (pv) can happen in 2 ways, either you purchase the (pv) before the 180th day 
is reached or you sell the (pv) from your recruiting efforts, or the Retail Store, to 
stay an active affiliate and qualify to receive commissions.
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Paying Money In
What payment methods can I use?

Currently, for our members’ convenience, we have multiple ways of accepting 
payments worldwide:

• Credit Credit (Visa, MasterCard, Discover)
• Solid Trust Pay
• Safety Pay
• Safety Pay: An inexpensive way to pay directly from a bank account in 

Europe and Latin America

How many times can I use my card? 

You can use your debit/credit card a maximum of 5 times through our main 
processor. If you want to pay for a number of members, it will be best to purchase     
pre-paid debit cards and fund their Four Corners membership in that way.

Additionally, you can process credit cards via our Solid Trust Pay solution. Solid 
Trust Pay membership not required. Restrictions apply to three payment attempts. 
This means unfinished transaction attempts are included in their count.

Can I pay for members who do not have a credit/debit card?

The solution is to pay using Solid Trust Pay or Safety Pay.
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What is the process to verify a DPX account?

In order to maintain total integrity and abide within national and international 
banking requirements and regulations, it is a requirement that your account is verified.
We recommend you do this straight away. Four Corners Alliance Group does not 
have access to any of your identity documentation.

As soon as you create your Direct Pay Express account, you will get a welcome email. 
You should then log into your account, create your permanent password. For non-
US persons, Direct Pay Express will need you to upload copies of the following –

U.S. persons need only provide a social security number and date of birth, during the 
secure sign up process, making the US Visa card option for receiving commissions 
extremely fast and efficient.

For non-U.S. persons

Government Issued Photo ID with your current address

OR

Government Issued Photo ID without your current address PLUS a recent (less than 3 
month old) utility bill showing your current address.

OR

Scan of your Passport PLUS a recent (less than 3 month old) utility bill showing your 
current address.

Once you have done this, Admin will check and approve your account and you are 
then ready to go. You will find a helpful webinar explaining this process in your back 
office when you join.

Not adhering to these requirements will eliminate your ability to get paid your 
commission withdrawal requests. If you can’t satisfy the documentation 
requirements, please do not join our business as an affiliate.

Is the credit card process secure? I know other programs that have had serious fraud 
issues.

Four Corners Alliance Group has gone to considerable lengths to ensure that we 
have the most up to date credit card fraud counter-measures. Understandably, 
the need of very high security and scrutiny during the card purchasing process may 
cause an inconvenience for some members joining us away from their billing 
address – but we are sure that you would rather be safe than sorry. 
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Why is there a high fee on Credit Card purchases?

Direct Sales is considered a high risk business. A number of recent credit card 
fraud fiascos involving Direct Sales companies has caused merchant account 
providers to be very cautious about processing credit cards for the Direct Sales 
industry.

We have a good relationship with our merchant account provider. However, Four 
Corners Alliance Group pays out up to 86% to the membership in commissions. 
With such a high commission payout, the responsible thing for the company to do 
is to make provisions to cover the high fees and any hold back amounts. The fee 
goes towards covering these costs.
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Taking Money Out

How do we pay you commissions?

Commission payouts are handled by:

• Direct Pay Express. Direct Pay Express specializes in U.S. Domestic and 
International independent contractor payment solutions via the use of well 
established Visa and MasterCard branded Debit Cards

• Solid Trust Pay
• Wire transfers for amounts greater than USD $4000

You can request a withdrawal between Sunday to Tuesday inclusive. Withdraw 
requests are batched every Tuesday and paid out in the following Tuesday's payout to 
your nominated withdraw method.

You can receive your withdrawals in the following ways–

• Direct Pay Express Debit Card (Most anywhere in the world),
• ACH (US Only) – For amounts above $4000.00,
• Bank Wire – For amounts above $4000.00.

How often are commissions paid?

You can request a withdrawal between Sunday to Tuesday inclusive.

Withdraw requests are batched together and paid out in the following Tuesday's 
commission payout to your Solid Trust Pay, Safety Pay, or Direct Pay Express 
eWallet. Users of the Direct Pay Express option may log into their Direct Pay Express
account and transfer their funds onto their debit card for immediate use.

DPX International Card Features:

• Visa Prepaid with Visa Hologram, Chip, and PIN (EMV Compliant)
• Provide transitional history
• 24 hour secure web access to client account, balance inquiry, processing, and 

settlement
• Real-time loading and withdrawal functionality
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LIMITS & FEES:

• Cost: $20
• Shipping: Mail $10, Courier $90 (your choice)
• ATM Withdrawals (Cumulative limit per day) $3,350.00
• POS/Online Transactions (Cumulative limit per day) $10,000.00
• Maximum Card Load per Transaction $10,000.00
• Maximum Card Balance $10,000.00
• Maximum Single Withdraw $400
• Card Activation $3
• ATM Decline 0.90c
• ATM UK $3.00
• ATM non-UK $3.95
• Foreign Exchange fee 2.75%
• Card Load $1.50
• Manual Cash out (non-ATM) $12.00
• Monthly Fee $1.50
• POS $1.00
• Replacement PIN $50.00

U.S. Domestic Card Features – Platinum Visa

• Four day delivery from card order
• Visa Prepaid with Visa Hologram, and PIN
• Provide transactional history
• 24 hour secure web access to client account, balance inquiry, processing
• Real-time loading
• Daily settlement

LIMITS:

• Cost $11.95
• Free Shipping
• ATM Withdrawals (Cumulative limit per day) $3,500.00
• POS/Online Transactions (Cumulative limit per day) $3,500.00
• Maximum Card Load per Transaction $4,000.00
• Maximum Card Balance $10,000.00
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I know that the content contained in this report will definitely be an awesome agent in 
assisting and equipping you with the knowledge, products, services, and tools, essential 
for you to being able to grab your chunk of this massive $400 Billion Dollar 21  st   Century 
Wealth Creation Pie.

In this report I introduced you to an outstanding Financial Literacy Enhancement 
Company called 4 Corners Alliance Group with which I happen to be an Affiliate and 
Independent Business Owner. 

You are being provided with the opportunity to partner with me and a legitimate wealth 
creating enterprise that pays you to enhance your financial I.Q. while creating additional
income streams in the process, because you are helping and showing others how to do 
the exact same thing. Now My Friend and Perpetual Progress Pursuer that is What I Call
a True, Win/Win!

Life changing knowledge like this can change any economic situation, when utilized, and
implemented. It’s not enough just to know. It is what you are willing to do with what you
know, that will exponentially increase your revenues and cash flow.  

As I stated earlier in this report, SDFEI & TEMG were created because I wanted to 
provide individuals like myself, who have the desire to achieve and experience 
extraordinary success with the products, services, and resources essential for you being 
empowered to do so successfully! 
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CURRENT SITUATION POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES PLAN OF ACTION

 

“Well, My Friends that Will Bring this Session On 21  st

Century Wealth Creation to A End the Only Thing Left 
to Do On Your End Is Immediate Implementation!”

Sean “The Renaissance King” Foster
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